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Performance share plans

FTSE250 long-term incentives – vehicles
PSPs still dominate

Performance share plans remain the 
predominant long-term incentive 
vehicle across the FTSE250, with 
84% of companies using them for 
executive directors

Restricted stock

Options

84%
3%

1%

9%

2 companies use options, 
alongside a PSP

Co-investment matching

9% of companies employ 
restricted stock plans with 
most being standalone plans

4 companies offer co-investment 
matching plans, one as the sole LTI, 
the other 3 alongside a PSP

1% Value Creation Plan
1 company operates a VCP, as its sole LTI

5

2% No LTI plan in operation
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FTSE250 long-term incentives – measures
EPS and Relative TSR remain highly prevalent
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Incentive payouts
LTIPs vesting around 75% of the time compared with
90% for bonuses
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Restricted stock
Now used by c.10% of the FTSE100 at exec. dir. level

Summary of Restricted Stock features

Aspect Typical practice

Rationale Introduction is generally to solve problems with target setting over longer periods as a result of 
high sensitivity to uncontrollable factors; to simplify the package; or to reduce overall leverage

Quantum Ranges from 40% of salary to 180% of salary
When switching from a performance-based LTIP to a time-based restricted stock, the typical 
reduction in maximum opportunity is 50% (although the target value remains broadly the same)

Cycle Most plans vest awards over a 3-year period, with additional holding periods extending to 5 years 
from grant

Underpins Typically based on balance sheet strength, minimum-acceptable returns, or a discretionary 
assessment by the remuneration committee on overall corporate health and culture

Other aspects As a quid pro quo to the introduction of an RSP, many companies increase the in-post shareholder 
requirement (typically by 50% of salary)

Shareholder 
voting

Typically >90%, but voting outcomes as low as 60% if shareholders are not satisfied with the 
discount, strength of underpin or rationale for the move away from traditional PSPs
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Executive share ownership requirements
Now highly prevalent

7%

93%

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

1 year

2 years

Time period over which post-termination 
requirements extend (as % with requirements)

% of FTSE250 companies with
post-termination executive 
shareholding requirements

Level of post-term requirement relative to in-post requirement
(% of companies with 2-year periods)

Same as in-post requirement, for entire period 55%

Same as in-post requirement for Year 1, then reduces by 50% 29%

Lower than in-post requirement from the start 16%

In-post shareholding requirement FTSE250, % salary
CEO FD

75th percentile 250% 200%
Median 200% 200%
25th percentile 200% 200%
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FY20 incentive outcomes
September year-end companies have reported much lower 
bonus and LTIP outcomes

FY20 bonus outcomes (% of max.) FY18 LTIP outcomes (% of max.)
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Sample is based on 23 companies with September year-ends

c/f 12% over last 5 years
c/f 25% over last 5 years
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FY21 bonus structures

• Three companies (Topps Tiles, Compass, Greencore) will split the bonus year into two 6-month periods 
for FY21

• WH Smith intends to base FY21 bonus payments on a combination of half- and full-year performance

• There is a slight trend to using ‘normalised’ measures or upweighting non-financial measures

Some September year ends have revised their approach

Company Change in measure(s)
WH Smith • ESG measures introduced
Hyve • Upweighted strategic measures from 15% to 45%
Compass • PBIT replaced by operating margin
Sage Group • Weighting on revenue reduced
Britvic • Non-financial element introduced with 30% weighting

Marston’s • Down-weighted financial growth measures from 100% to 55%
• Introduced strategic measures (35%) and cost reduction (10%) 

Brewin Dolphin • Down-weighted financial growth measures from 60% to 40%
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FY21 LTIP structures

• One company (Greencore) is measuring performance over 1, 2 and 3 years from grant (weighted 
15%, 25%, 60% respectively)

• Others (Topps Tiles, Victrex) are moving from 3-year cumulative to Year 3 (point-to-point) targets

• A number of companies have revised scorecards, often upweighting TSR:

A small number have also made revisions for the next cycle

Company Change in measure(s)
WH Smith Upweighted Relative TSR from 40% to 100%
Hyve Upweighted TSR from 40% to 100%
Imperial Brands Replaced revenue growth with ROIC and net debt
Britvic Upweighted Relative TSR from 25% to 50%
Future Upweighted Absolute TSR from 50% to 100%
Greencore Upweighted TSR from 33% to 100%



Investor Expectations on Executive 
Remuneration for 2021

Share Plan Lawyers 
Conference

February 2021
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During 2020 and into the 2021, the IA has had a focus on the 
impact of COVID on executive remuneration, pension 
contributions for executive directors and the ongoing approach 
to each.

In November 2020 we published updated guidance on the 
following:

• Principles of Remuneration
• Executive Director Pension Contributions
• Investor expectations on executive remuneration through 

COVID pandemic

Executive Remuneration in 2021

Share Plan Lawyers Conference

February 2021
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The key themes for 2021 AGMs are:

• Variable remuneration outcomes reflect circumstances of the 
company – including any Government support, shareholder 
capital or other employee factors

• Ensuring dividend cuts have been fully reflected in 2019 
bonuses or 2020 outcomes

• No adjustment to performance conditions – discretion if 
needed

• Reputational risk for all of UK Plc

Shareholder Expectations Into 2021

February 2021

Share Plan Lawyers Conference
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Bonuses
• Full transparency on any payments and reasons for those 

payments
LTIPs
• what is the right grant size?
• meaningful and appropriately stretching performance 

conditions
• set out how the committee will judge if there has been 

windfall gains
Restricted shares
• need to be clear on the strategic rationale for changing, 

inability to set meaningful performance conditions is not 
reason in itself.

Shareholder Expectations Into 2021

February 2021

Share Plan Lawyers Conference



Windfall gains/paying bonuses when 
people have worked hard but when 

the fundamentals aren't great

ESG

RSPs Enforcement mechanisms

Post-termination shareholding 
policy

Change of control

Leavers Examples of good DRRs

What makes a good consultation? How do things change the smaller 
the company on the main list – and 

then on AIM?

Discussion Topics
__________________________________________________



Any Questions



Thank you for joining – please join us 
again after the break



Committee Chair Reports



Corporate and Regulatory
Committee Update

Co-chairs: Paul Randall - Hogan Lovells and 
Hannah Needle - Tapestry

• Four fixed meetings per year, plus others ad hoc (now by video)
• Wide scope, so continuing watch on many sources
• Company law, listing rules, remuneration codes, investor 

guidelines, data protection…
• Principal workstreams during 2020:

o Brexit – constantly under review, though uncertain to the end
o MAR – after the ESMA consultation, the MAR table was updated 

and republished
o Engagement with the FCA – part of a continuing dialogue
o Takeover Code – after a meeting with the Panel, table updated 

and republished
• For 2021 – PRA/FCA rules; impact of Brexit; financial promotions



Tax Committee Update

Co-chairs: Nicholas Stretch - Ashurst and 
Graham Muir - CMS

• EMI 
o Working time declarations
o Notification of restrictions
o Swamping rights and other arrangements -

para 9(3) Schedule 5
• Non-tax favoured option exercise and future 

consideration
• 431 elections 
• CGT reform



Training and Social Committee Update

Sonia Gilbert – Clifford Chance

• Committee membership and scope
• New to Share Plans
• Annual conference
• Social events
• Regular training 

o Move to all virtual sessions 
o 13 sessions in 2020
o Proposals post-Covid

• A plea to all members….



Website Update

New SPL Website!



Any Questions



Thank you for attending

We value your feedback, please 
do leave us your comments via 
the survey tool on the console.
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